H A MPDEN-SY DNEY COLLEGE A N NOU NCES THE FOR M ATION OF

THE HAMPDEN-SYDNEY
CONFERENCE
With all of the shuffling going on in the NCAA conferences across the nation
(Texas A&M joining the SEC, the Pac-10 now being the Pac-12—or was it the Pac-16?—
and the Big 10 having what, 15 teams in it now? and, heck, even the ODAC has added Shenandoah),
we thought we would invent our own conference of colleges with strong Hampden-Sydney roots:
the Hampden-Sydney Conference (conveniently referred to as the “HSC”).
We find that this conference would be competitive nationally both athletically and academically.
Here is a quick summary of the conference and a few of the connections
that allow these schools entry. Schools officially qualify for this conference if either
a) They were founded or revived by a Hampden-Sydney man, or
b) A Hampden-Sydney man has served or is serving as their President.

Joe Cabell 1799
helped Jefferson
found UVa
WALT NEWMAN 1917
president

CHUCK DABNEY 1873
first president

H A MPDEN
DI V ISION

SY DNE Y
DI V ISION

The University of Virginia

The University of Georgia

Davidson College

The University of Mississippi

Virginia Tech

The University of Tennessee

North Carolina State University

The University of Alabama

University of Richmond

Vanderbilt University

Christopher Newport University (VA)

Transylvania University (KY)

Union Presbyterian Seminary (VA)

Belhaven University (MS)

Montreat College (NC)

University of the South (TN)

Washington & Lee University (VA)

University of Cincinnati (OH)

Moses Waddel 1791
first president
george denny 1891
president twice;
football stadium
named for him

landon garland
1829
first chancellor
lew green 1848
REVIVING president

ted baptist 1813
founder

Winner gets to play Hampden-Sydney College (VA) in the national championship.
We considered inviting Randolph-Macon Medical College [J. P. Mettauer 1811],
but since their last surviving alumnus passed away several decades ago, we figured
they would not be able to compete with Tennessee’s basketball team for the home-and-away series.
We also considered the University of Beijing [John Leighton Stuart 1896], even though the road trips would be a killer.
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